Ready To Boost Your Beauty?

You need to read this!

Where To Add Your Creamer

In Your
Coffee

In Your
Breakfast

In Your
Baking

In Your
Smoothies

Start your day
with a cup of
healthy coffee!
Super Amazing
Creamer pairs
perfectly with
our Super
Amazing Coffee!

Add our vanilla
creamer to your
breakfast batter
and up your
beauty routine
while enjoying
a delicious
breakfast!

Super Amazing
Creamer’s yummy
vanilla flavor goes
perfectly in every
cookie! Add to
your raw batter
and bake in a
beauty boost.

Energize,
restore, and
revitalize your
body by adding
our creamer to
your smoothies
or other dairylike drinks.

How To Use Super Amazing Creamer
In Liquids:
Add 1 scoop to 8-10 oz. of hot or cold liquid.
Use Super Amazing Mixer to stir for 20 seconds
or until fully combined.
In Baking:
Follow your baked good recipe to make raw
batter.
Once blended, add 1 scoop of Super Amazing
Creamer and blend again until fully combined.
Resume baking as normal.
Tasty Tips:
Mix with a small amount of hot water and pour
over hot coffee for some vanilla frothiness.
Super Amazing Creamer is completely sugarfree, so use your choice of sweetener if needed.

How Does Super Amazing
Creamer Work?
Each serving of Super Amazing Creamer is packed with natural, science-backed
ingredients formulated to restore the vitality of your hair, skin, and nails. Super
Amazing Creamer is unique in that it is the only collagen creamer with 3 of the
most powerful anti-aging ingredients out there. Read more about them below!

MCT Oil
MCT Oil promotes weight loss by making
you feel full while providing energy. It’s
made of healthy fats that help your body
and brain function at the highest level.
You’ll think clearer and resist cravings
more easily!

Collagen
Collagen helps improve the elasticity
of the skin which helps remove the
appearance of wrinkles. It also helps
boost metabolism by increasing lean
muscle mass so you can finally lose
weight. It’s the ultimate anti-aging and
weight loss promoting ingredient.

Hyaluronic Acid
Hyaluronic acid is a naturally-occuring
substance known for its stunning
capacity to attract and hold onto 1000x
its weight in moisture. It alleviates dry
skin, reducing the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles, making you look
noticeably younger!

Recipes Our Community Loves
Vanilla Collagen Pancakes
Ingredients
2 Ripe Bananas
1 Scoop S.A. Creamer
1 1/2 Cups Rolled Oats
2 Eggs
1/2 Cup Milk
2 TSP Baking Powder
1 TSP Vanilla Extract
1 TSP Cinnamon
Spray Pan Oil

Tools
Measuring Cups
Blender
Skillet
Spatula

Directions
1. Blend bananas, milk, and eggs together in a blender
2. Add oats, baking powder, creamer, vanilla, and cinnamon and
blend again.
3. Lightly spray skillet with spray oil, heat over medium high heat.
4. Pour pancake-sized amount of batter onto pan. Let pancake
bubble before flipping.

Collagen Matcha Latte
You’ll Need
8-10 oz. Milk
1 Scoop S.A. Creamer
3 TBSP Pure Matcha
Optional: agave or
honey to sweeten

Tools
Cup
Whisk or Frother
Measuring Cup

Directions
1. Pour milk into a cup and whisk in pure matcha powder.
2. Whisk in 1 scoop of Super Amazing Creamer
3. For a cold latte: Add cubes or blend with ice
4. Optional: Add agave or honey to enhance sweetness
If you’d like your matcha latte hot, heat your milk on the stove before
blending in your ingredients.

Read Our Blog For More Recipes!

Apple PB Cookies

Boozy Coffee

Candy Corn Cupcakes

How To Reach Us
As a family-owned business,
we pride ourselves in delivering
excellent customer service, with
our main goal being to help aid
and coach our customers on their
individual health & wellness journeys.
We are here for you!
Have questions? Want to let us
know about your results? Email your
customer service representative at
vip-support@superfoodscompany.
com or contact our team at
(737) 204-8551.
Need more resources? Want to
follow us on social media to stay
updated on sales and new releases?
Scan the QR code below!

1
2
3

Open camera on
smart phone

Center QR code in
front of camera

Click the link you’d
like to be taken to

Good luck on your journey and go GET THAT GLOW!

